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trainment device according to a modified construction; 
Figure 6 is an enlarged horizontalsectional view taken 

on the line 6?6 of Figure 5; 
Figure 7 is a vertical sectional view through another 

modified embodiment of the entrainment device; and 
Figure 8 is a horizontal sectional view taken on the 

line 8-8 of Figure 7. 
Referring to Figure 1, the apparatus comprises a source 

of propelling gas preferably dry e g air or carbon 
dioxide under pressure represented by a pressure cylinder 
10, optionally provided with a pressure regulator for 
maintaining a constant discharge pressure It will be 
understood that other suitable sources of gas may be 
employed Such as a compressorwhichis commonly avail 
able as an accessory to a dental unit which may be 
Supplemented by a drying unit The propelling gas 
passes through a supply pipe12to an entrainingunit 13, 
whereinit becomes laden with abrasive Solids The re 
Sulting SuSpension is discharged through an outlet con 
duit l4 that advantageously has a suficient Small bore 
to insure a sustained high velocity to maintain the solids 
dispersedin the gas whereby itisadapted to transport the 
suspension of Solids withcutsedimentation The conduit 
14 is connected to a flexible hose 15 whichis provided 
with a flow control device 16 of any suitable type e.g., 
a pinch device andis connected to a discharge nozzle 17 
whichis preferably provided with a rigid hand part and 
a discharge part 17a of Small external size suitable for 
manipulation e g within the mouth of a patient Such 
a nozzle being known per se will not be described in 
detail It may be Said however thatsuch a nozzle may, 
for example have a bore with a diameter of about 0.5 
mm. (millimeters)?although bores of other diameters 
may be used in certain cases e g?for oral hygiene, 
where somewhat larger bores are Suitable or formaking 
exceptionally fine cuts when Smaller bores can be uSed. 
The bore in the discharge part17a should preferably be 
Streamlined to emit a jet that maintainsits diameter for 
distances severaltimes the diameterthereof e.g.?from 1 
to 3 mm.?without appreciable divergence The flow con 
troller 16 may be operated to permit gradations in the 
flow rate by a treadle for convenient operation by the 
dentistorsurgeon and connected by any suitable mechani 
cal electrical orpneumatic connection?indicated diagram 
matically by the dashed line 19. It will be understood 
that the pressure regulator valve 11 may?if desired be 
omitted or combined with the flow controller and that 
the latter may be placed ahead of the entraining unit 
or operated manually from the nozzle It was found, 
however that rapid control of the jet can be achieved 
by placing the flow controller as near to the nozzle as 
practicable. 
The nozzle isused in a known manner to direct the 

abrasive jet against the tooth or other hard tissue while 
a suction device not shown but known in the art is 
placedinto or near the mouth of the patient or other 
targetareato remove spent Solids. 
The entrainment unit13 may be constructed as shown 

in Figures 2-4, wherein 20 represents a canister of cir 
cular cross-section and of Suficient Strength to withstand 
the pressure of the gas The canister has a threaded 
neck by whichitissecured to a knurled coupler21that 
is threaded to an elbow pipe22. The latteris connected 
to and supported from the pipe 12through a swiveljoint 
thatincludes an externally threaded flanged tube 23 and 
a knurled ring 24 having a flange 24a that may be Spun 
over the flange 22a of the elbow By loosening the ring 
24 the elbow 22 can be rotated to bring the coupler21 
to a position beneath the pipe 12 permitting a canister 
containingfinely divided abrasivesto be attached There 
after the canister and elbow can be rotated to the oper 
ative raised position shown and clamped by the ring 24. 
The canister contains a central tube 25 defining within 

itselfan entrainmentchamber and secured within a bush 
ing26thatis threaded within the coupler 21 The tube 
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4 
- may be secured by means of an annulus 27 thatis brazed 
or pressed fixedly to the tube and is held against the 
bushing by a coupling ring 28 that is threaded to the 
bushing The bottom of the tubeis closed by a circular 
floorplate29 and the topis closed by a cap 30that hasa 
central positioning boss 30a. Near the bottom of the 
tube are a plurality e g four solids intake ports 31. 
Gas is admitted into the bottom of the chamber above 
the floor plate through a constriction to insure a high 
upward velocity past the ports 31 According to the 
prefcrred enbodiment shown a separate gas streamis 
provided foreach port andthismay beattained bymount 
ing a corresponding number offine capillary tubes 32, 
e g having diameters from 0.2 to 2 mm. depending 
upon their number and the total gas flow in holesin the 
plate 29 For example four capillary tubes with 0.5mm. 
bores are Suitable when the tube 25 is 1 cm.in internal 
diameter For high velocity jets approaching the critical 
Sonic velocity itis desirable touse convergent-divergent 
bores as shown in Figure 5. 
The canisteris placedin communication with the source 

of gas through a passagewayincluding a flow director for 
agitating the solids therein In this embodiment the 
paSSageway includes a plurality of helical tubes 33 and 
34 that are mounted on the tube 25 in communication 
with the upper end thereof and extend downwardly so 
as to discharge gas downwardly and slightly outwardly, 
toward the periphery of the canister bottom with a whirl 
ing motion the helical tubes in this constituting the said 
flow director. 
The outlet conduit 14 cxtends concentrically within the 

tube 25 from the boss 39a which fits into the top to 
close and position the upper end The conduit extends 
through the floorplate 29and the outerwall of the eibow 
22?to whichitis Sealed by an O-ring 35 and gland 3G. 
The conduit 14 is in flow communication with the en 
trainment chamber through a plurality of side discharge 
ports 37 situated above the sojids intake ports 31 by a 
distance Suficient to cause the gas velocity to become 
Substantially uniform over the cross-section of the en 
trainment chamber whereby pressure recovery occurs 
and the pressure at the ports 37 is higher than thatat 
the ports 31 The ports 37 are advantageously below 
the top of the tube 25 as shown when the latteris longer 
than the length required to satisfy the above-noted pres 
Sure efect so that the gas withdrawn from the entrain 
ment chamber through the conduit 14 will contain a 
greater or a more uniform quantity of solids particu 
larly at low gas flow rates when a certain amount of 
Settling of the Solids in the tube 25 may occur. 
The operation of the entrainment device is as follows: 

Finely divided abrasive e.g. aluminum oxide or dolo 
mite with particle diameters of about10 to 50 microns 
is placedin the canister These and other materials arc 
suitable for cutting but dolomite being softer is prc 
ferred for dental prophylaxis The particles are advan 
tageously graded so as to avoid a wide range of particie 
sizes. Gas under pressure e.g?from 30 to 1001bs per 
sq in.gauge or higheris supplied from the pipe 12 and 
flows upwards at high velocity through the capillary 
tubes32 and thence atreduced velocity through the tube 
25 A part of the gas flows through the helical tubes 33 
and 34 into the canister impinging on the Source body 
of solids therein to agitate them and form a dense cloud. 
Due to this agitation the Solids are conditioned to be 
drawn into the entrainment chamber through the solids 
intake ports31?togetherwith gas from the canister The 
passage of the Solids through these ports is induced by 
the high velocity jets emitted from the capillary tubes 
32?which causes a low preSSure region within the tubc 
25 opposite each intake port The gas moves at lower 
velocity in the upper part of the tube 2S and at still 
Iower velocity in the canister So that a progressive 
recovery of pressure occurs and the preSSure in the 
canister outside of the entrainment chamber exceeds 
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that.within the chamber In this manner a continuing 
flow of solids.andgas into?the tube 25?is induced result 
ing in the upward entrainment of solids in the gasto? 
form a Suspension A part of this suspension is dis 
charged through the discharge ports 37 into the outlet 
conduit:14 to form the jet emitted from the nozzle 17: 
It is evident that the'gas?discharged through the helical? 
tubes will also containisuspended.solids so that?a circu? 
Iation of solids occurs and that the gas flow in the 
conduit 14-equals that admitted from the pipe 12? 
The agitation of the Solids within the canister con 

stitutessan important featüre oftheinvention. It is only 
by thisexpedient that the regular flow of Solidsinto the 
entrainment chamber is efected without Surges and 
withoutsignificant dimintition'in the density of the Sus 
pension as the supply of solids in the canister becomes 
depleted Moreover the response of the System to 
changes inthe gas flow is rapid When:therpedal?18;is 
released to stop the flow of gäs circulation Stops almost 
immediately and only a second or less is required to 
start the circulationof solids afterthe pedalis:depressed 
to Start the flow of gas The circulation of solids be 
comes less at redüced gas velöcity resultingin'the dis 
charge of Solids from the device through the conduit:14 
at a lower rate"when the pedal iS is partially*released. 
This reduces thecutting powerofthejet ?t thereby bea 
comes unnecessary toprovide a mechanical.or electrical 
device for determining the rate at which Sclids are ad 
mitted to the gas Stream. 

This disposition ofthe discharge ports37rin the-side 
of the conduit 14 was fotind torgives eXCellent results. 
While dischargeofthe Suspension through the uppersend 
of an open discharge condait can be uSed; this requires 
the Solids to make a change of direction through 180“ 
before enteringthe conduitand;resultsia the discharge 
of agas streamcontainingalower density of SGlids.than 
in theembodiment:shown, wherein only a?90° change"of 
direction occurs prior to:entering the ports However; 
the.invention isnot restricted to the'arrangemient Showm, 
To preventadventitioussolids particiés from clegging 

the capillaries itis desirable to use a gas that is-free 
from moisture and a drying unitissadvantageouisly'ena 
ployedwhen thegasisatmosphericair thatis presstirized? 
The use of dry gas is further desirable for preventing 
agglomeration of the solids within the canister Such 
agglomeration may cause interference with the regular 
circulation ofthe'solids in the rnariner described'above 
and may clogthe nozzle 17 

Referring to Figures 5 and 6 the modified entrainimg? 
device illustrates Several"variants that can be appied 
individually orin combination to the embodiment pre 
viously described This device inclüdes a canister 49 
which may be circular or rectangularin cross-Section.and. 
has a removable top closure 4i with arthreaded filling? 
opening thatis normally closed by an inverted cap 42. 
The bottom,43 is thickenedatthe center and has acen 
tral internally threaded hole into Which ther ttiber 44? 
forming the entrainment chamberis Screwed.?The tube 
is closed at?the bottom by a permanently fixed?orificer 
plate?45 having Small? convergeat-divergent orifices 45? 
extending therethrough correspondingim number:to:and" 
situatedadjoining Solids intake ports 47 inathe tube just 
above the orifice plate For example four Sugh ports? 
andorifices may be provided??the lätter having;the:Sizes? 
previeusly described The:top of the tubehasthreadeda 
connection with a head 48 having a:pair of discharge: 
tubes:49:and?50 theoutlets of whichnarerdirected down? 
wardly andslightly outwardly approximatelytoward thes 
bottom of the canister side wall A gas box 51 is 
mounted?beneath therbottom?433bySCrews?52 and?has a 
partition:53 dividing it.into an upper and löwergas 
supplychamber Theformeris supplied with gassunder 
pressurethrough assupplypipe;54iandithelatter?commu4 
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6 
nicatestoan outlet conduit:55 thatisadapted to transport 
the SuSpension? 
A rotatable outlettübe 56 extends vertically through 

the box51 andrplate 45 and concentricallyinto the tube 
44 and has the upper end thereof positioned bya-deflec 
tor cap 57 that may be integral with a sleeve S8 fixed 
within thetube:44 by a screw 59 The deflector-sleeve 
Structurerprovides large openings 60 forthe upward flow 
ofgas and the tube:56 is rotatable with respectto the 
defiector 57 As shown in Figure 6, the deflector has 
two wings and preferably has rounded edges So as to? 
have parts of each wing extend to progressively difer 
ent distances beyond thertube 56 The outlettube has 
a collar 61 bearingagainst the partition 53 to prevent 
downward movement of thetube a pair of diametrically 
Opposed Side Suspensionintake ports 62 immediately be 
neath the deflector and a plurality of vertically elon 
gated discharge ports 63 within the discharge chamber. 
Itis sealed to the bottom of the box51 by an O-ring 64 
and agland65 Anroperatinglever or handle 66?is at 
tached to therbottom of the tube 56? 
The operation of the device according to Figures 5 

and:6:issimilartorthat previously described in that the 
propellingigas Supplied from the pipe 54 flows upwards 
throughthe orifices 46°athigh velocity past the Solids in 
take ports 47 to draw'solids and gas from the canister 
intorthe tube44 and form thereina SuSpension A part 
ofthegas together with entrained Solids flows through 
the tubes 49 and 50.to agitate the solids in the canister; 
however in thisinstance these tubes are situated in ver 
tical planes and no swirling occurs The remaining part 
of the suspension entersthe ports 62?moves downward 
throughthe tube 56 andemerges through the ports 63 
and the conduit55? 
Accordingto afeature ofthis embodiment the density 

of the-suspension withdrawn from the device can be 
varied. It willbernoted that the gas flowing from the 
tube:44 intothe ports 62 makes a change in direction. 
Part of the suspended solids?will Separate from the gas 
due to inertia unless otherwise guided reSulting in a 
discharged suspension that has a density Somewhat lower 
than that ascending-the tube 44 The deflector 57 as 
sistsin:defecting the solids to enter the ports 52 The 
efect of the deflector can, however be Varied by rota 
tion ofthe tube:56 by means of the handle 6é bringthe 
portsinto alignmentwith the deflector wings orin posi 
tions displaced:90° therefromentirely out of alignment 
with the:deflector wings orintointermediate positions 
With therports displaced from the deflectorwings the de 
flector:is almost inefective to deflect Solids and the dis 
charged suspension has the lowest density: rotation to 
the position shown inthedrawing?with the ports in aiign 
ment with the longest dimension of the defector ther 
densityis progressivelyincreased. 
Referringto Figures 7 and 8?showing a further modi 

ficationg.theentraining deviceincludes a canister 70 hav 
ing a removable top closure 71 and a vertical partition 
wal1472 separating the reservoir 73 for solids from the 
entrainmentchamber 74. The partition has a plurality, 
e.g.?four solids intake ports 75 at the bottom The 
bottom ofthe canisterbeneath the entrainment chamber 
74 has an opening into whichis inserted an orifice plate 
76which:contains a plurality oforifices 77 positioned re 
spectively nearthe Several ports 75. Agas box 78 is 
secured; beneath the orifice plate and is supplied with 
propeHinggas underpressure by a Supply pipe79 The 
wal172?is breachediabove the ports 75 to accommodate 
a flow directorhavinganintake defector80 and a down 
wardlyinclined spouti81 The top of the entrainment 
chamberis closed.by the curved top part of the wall 72? 
and communicates with an outlet conduit32 adapted to? 
transport a suspension. 

Inyoperation, finely divided solids having been placed 
in the;reservoir part73; propellinggas from the pipe79 
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a low pressure region opposite each solids intake port 
75and causingSolids andgasto be drawnin Thisforms 
an ascending Suspension within the entrainment cham 
ber 74 Apart of this suspensionis directed out from 
the entrainment chamber by the defector 80 and down 
wards against the solids by the spout 81 to agitate the 
Solids. The remaining part of the suspension is dis 
charged through the conduit82. The principles consid 
ered above apply to this embodiment with the change 
that the SuSpension is discharged from the entraining 
device above the passage through which agitating gas is 
admitted into the canister. 

It is evident that other changes may be made in the 
configuration and arrangement of parts without depart 
ingfrom the invention as definedin the appended claims, 
Thus the flow director for directing the agitating gas 
into the canister may take other forms including bafies 
or swirlervanes. 
I claim as my invention: 
1. An entrainment device for forming a suspension of 

finely divided abrasive Solids in a Small stream of pro 
pelling gas forusein dental and Surgicalabrasive jet ap 
paratus which comprises in combination, a canister 
forming a reservoir for Said solids a wall structure de 
fining an entrainment chamber communicating with the 
canister through a solids intake opening a gas inlet to 
Said chamberadapted for connection to a Source of Said 
propelling gas under pressure situated near Said Solids 
intake opening and providing a restricted flow passage 
Small in relation to the cross-Section of the entrainment 
chamber for directing the gas at high velocity in prox 
imity to said openings to generate a low pressure with 
in the chamber atsaid opening and to form a SuSpension 
of said solids in the gas within the chamber an outlet 
for discharging said suspension from the chamber and 
means foradmitting agitating gas into Said canister?Said 
means including a flow director for directing Said agi 
tating gas into the solids within the canister and Said 
Solids. 

2. An entrainnrent device for forming a suspension 
of finely divided abrasive solids in a Small stream of 
propellinggas foruse in dental and Surgical abrasive jet 
apparatus which comprises in combination a canister 
forming a reservoir for said solids a wall structure de 
fining an entrainment chamber communicating with the 
canister through a solids intake opening a gas inlet to 
said chamberadapted for connection to a source of Said 
propelling gas under pressure situated near Said Solids 
intake opening and providing a restricted flow passage 
smallin relation to the cross-section of the entrainment 
chamber for directing the gas at high velocity in prox 
imity to said opening to generate a low pressure within 
the chamber at Said opening and to form a suspension 
of said solids in the gas within the chamber an outlet 
for discharging Said Suspension from the chamber a 
passageway connected to Said entrainment chamber to 
receive a portion of Said suspension therefrom and a 
flow director for directing the said portion of the sus 
pension into the solids within the canister to agitate the 
said solids. 

3. An entrainment device for forming a SuSpension of 
finely divided abrasive solids in a Small stream of pro 
pelling gas for use in dental and Surgical abrasive jet 
apparatus which comprises in combination a canister 
forming a reservoir for said solids a wall structure de 
fining an upright entrainment chamber laterally con 
tiguous to Said reservoir Said wall Structure having a 
solids intake portinterconnecting Said entrainment cham 
ber and a lower part of Said canister agas inlet to said 
chamberadapted for connection to a Source of Said pro 
pelling gas under pressure and providing beneath Said 
port and in proximity thereto a restricted flow passage 
smallin relation to the cross-section of the entrainment 
chamber for directing Saidgas at high velocity with an 
upward velocity componentin proximity to said port to 
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8 
generate a low pressure within the chamber at said 
opening and to form an ascending suspension of said 
Solids in the gas within the chamber an outlet for dis 
charging Said Suspension from the chamber adapted for 
connection to a conduit suitable for transporting said 
Suspension and a passageway connected to receive gas 
from said source and including a flow director for di 
recting Said gas into the canister into the solids therein 
for agitating the solids. 

4. An entrainment device according to claim 3 where 
in Said passageway interconnects a region of said en 
trainment chamber above the solids intake ports with the 
canister wherein said gas directed into the solids con 
tains suspended solids. 

5. An entrainment device according to claim 3 where 
in said flow directorissituated at an elevated part of the 
canister and is disposed to directgas downwardly. 

6. An entrainment device accordingto claim 3 where 
in Said gas inlet to the entrainment chamber includes 
a capillary tube with a diameter ofabout 0.2 to 2 mm. 

7. An entrainment device according to claim 3 where 
in Said gas inlet to the entrainment chamberincludes an 
orifice having therein an orifice with a diameter of about 
0.2 to 2 mm. 

8. An entrainment device accordingto claim3 where 
in Said Wall Structure provides a plurality of Solids in 
take ports and Said gas inlet provide a corresponding 
plurality of orifices each orifice being situated in prox 
imity to a solids intake port. 

9. An entrainment device forforming a suspension of 
finely divided abrasive solids in a small stream of pro 
pelling gas foruse in dental and surgical jet apparatus 
which comprises in combination a canister forming a 
reservoir for solids an uprighttube within Said canister 
defining withinitself an entrainment chamber?Said tube 
having a plurality ofsolids intake ports nearthe bottom, 
a gas inlet to Said tube at the bottom thereof adapted 
for connection to a Source of Said propelling gas under 
pressure and providing beneath said ports a restricted 
flow passage Smallin relation to the cross-section of the 
tube for directing said gas at high velocity upwards past 
said ports to generate a low pressure region within the 
tube and to form an ascending suspension of said solids 
in the gas within the tube an outlet discharging said 
Suspension from an elevated part of the tube adapted 
for connection to a conduitsuitable fortransporting said 
suspension and a passageway interconnecting a part of 
the tube higher than the Solids intake ports with the 
canisterand including a flow director for directing a por 
tion of Said suspension into the solids in the canister for 
agitating the solids, 

10 An entrainment device accordingto claim 9 where 
in said outlet includes a vertical outlet conduit situated 
within Said tube in communication with Said tube at said 
elevated part of the tube. 

11. An entrainment device accordingto claim 9 where 
in said flow directoris shaped to direct said suspension 
downwardly with a whirling motion. 

12. An entrainment device accordingto claim 9 where 
in Said outlet includes a vertical outlet conduit situated 
within Said tube and having lateral intake ports estab 
lishing communication with Said tube at said elevated 
part of the tube? and a deflectorimmediately above said 
lateral ports for deflecting solids into the ports said 
deflector occupying only a portion of the cross-sectional 
area of the tube for the continued passage of a portion 
of the suspension upwardly beyond the deflector said 
deflector being lower than the communication to said 
passageway through which a portion of the suspension 
flows into the canister. 

13. An entrainment device according to claim 12 
wherein Said deflectoris circumferentially discontinuous 
and said deflector and outlet conduit are relatively 
rotatable whereby the effectiveness of Said defiector for 
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defecting solids into the lateral intake ports can be ad 
justed. 

14. An entrainment device for forming a suspension 
of finely divided abrasive solids in a Small stream of 
propellinggas foruse in dental and surgical abrasive jct 
apparatus which comprises in combination a canister 
defining an entrainment chamber communicating with 
the canister through a solids intake opening a gas inlet 
to said chamber adapted for connection to a source of 
said propelling gas under pressure situated near Said 
solids intake opening and providing a restricted passage 
smallin relation to the cross-section of the entrainment 
chamber and opening into the entrainment chamber in 
advance of said solids intake opening So as to direct a 
jet of propelling gas at high velocity past the Said open 
ing and to generate a low pressure within the chamber 

5 

10 

10 
at Said opening an outlet for discharging said suspen 
sion from the chamber and means foradmitting gasinto 
said canister. - 

15 An entrainment device according to claim 14 
wherein said wallstructure has a plurality ofsolids intake 
Openings and Said gas inlet to the chamber includes a 
separate restricted passage foreachintake opening situ 
ated to form a separate jet of propelling gas opposite 
each of Said intake openings. 
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